National Timing Report Information & Procedure

The ACA Timing Work Group (TWG) is working toward standardizing and verifying timing accuracy at ACA National races. The goal for National races is to parallel the FIS Timing standards by using homologated timing equipment, use two electronic timing systems and document timing information for all races.

- The National TWG and the National program continues to focus on “teaching” timing standards and the use of the TTR report to educate timers. Timers using the Technical Timing Report should focus on looking for timing information not racer information.

The v9.0 National Timing Technical Report (TTR) is mandatory during the 2009/10 race season for all K1 and K2 provincial championships, K1 Westerns, K2 Westerns, K2 Easterns, K2 National championships and National Masters championships.

The v9.0 National Technical Timing Report is recommended during the 2009/10 race season for all other National calendared races.

One National Technical Timing Report per day is required. The TTR should be completed for the 1st Codex number of the day’s race events and submitted as per the timing procedure. E.g. TTR for 1st Codex run each day (doesn’t matter which gender) ~ if a 2 run race the TTR must be filled in for both runs; if a 1 run race the TTR must be filled in for the one run.

Procedure:

1. The Timing Technical Report must be completed and signed by the Chief of Timing. The TD t must review the report by verifying the times with the timing tapes and verify timing information prior to also signing the document.
2. The Technical Delegate’s signature confirms the race should be scored for ACA points.
3. If the race should not be scored Dick Beare ~ acapoints chair must be notified immediately dbeare@shaw.ca
4. Electronically completed Timing Reports for Provincial Championships, Western, Eastern and National Championship races; send the Atlantic provinces, Quebec and Ontario timing reports to the East timing rep Camille Courchesne camille.courchesne@videotron.ca, send the Yukon, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia timing reports to the West timing rep Dave Bartle dbartle@xplornet.com
5. Electronically completed Timing Reports not mandatory for the above specific events but completed by the Chief of Timing can be sent electronically to officials@canski.org by the Chief of Administration &/ or Race Office no later than 1 week after the event either in Excel or PDF format.

References:  FIS Timing Booklet v2.4.2
National Timing Booklet v1.0